Introduction {#s0005}
============

Currently, MammaPrint® (MP) and BluePrint® (BP) tests are performed centrally at Agendia in two laboratories, one in Europe and one in the United States of America (USA). MP and BP tests are cDNA microarray-based, with MP providing a 70-gene prognostic signature for distant recurrence (Low Risk versus High Risk) and BP a 80-gene signature for molecular subtyping of breast cancer (Luminal-, HER2-, and Basal-type) [@bb0005], [@bb0010]. Both assays can be performed on total RNA extracted from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) breast cancer tissue [@bb0005], [@bb0015]. The clinical utility of MP has been validated in a large prospective and randomized international phase III controlled clinical trial; the Microarray in Node-negative and 1--3 positive lymph nodes Disease may Avoid Chemo Therapy trial (MINDACT) [@bb0020]. The test is mainly used to guide the decision to administer or avoid adjuvant chemotherapy in patients with early breast cancer carrying estrogen receptor positive (ER^pos^) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 non-amplified (HER2^neg^) tumors. Low Risk corresponds with 10% or less risk of distant recurrences in 10 years without any adjuvant systemic treatment and patients with Low Risk classified tumor could therefore potentially omit chemotherapy from their treatment. Patients with High Risk classification have a risk of distant recurrences in 10 years without any adjuvant systemic treatment of 29% and should be treated with chemotherapy to reduce their risk of developing recurrences [@bb0005], [@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035], [@bb0040], [@bb0045], [@bb0050]. Data from MINDACT are only validated for five to 6 years of follow-up [@bb0020].

Several factors have impeded the broad use of MP and other similar tests in many countries including: the high cost, the risk of overconsumption in absence of a defined target population and the lack of a decentralized test that can be integrated in existing workflows in molecular diagnostic laboratories. Other commercially available multi-gene signatures that can be used in a decentralized setting lack validation of clinical utility and sometimes require investments in laboratory equipment to implement the test locally [@bb0020], [@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065].

Recently, molecular diagnostics by means of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has entered the clinic and many laboratories have now installed NGS platforms to answer diagnostic questions. Therefore, NGS technology might be the preferred testing platform to exploit gene expression multi-gene signatures such as MP and BP in a decentralized setting, thereby increasing accessibility to the test.

A targeted RNA --- from FFPE tissue --- based NGS kit for the implementation of MP and BP in a decentralized setting was recently developed by Agendia, in collaboration with Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, California). The NGS kit has been validated by demonstrating equivalence between results generated with the standard microarray-based test and with the MP/BP NGS kit in the two central laboratories of Agendia located in Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Irvine, CA, USA. The validation of the NGS kit also included reproducibility between the two laboratories, stability over time and the clinical validity [@bb0070].

The MP/BP NGS kit development also included a preliminary validation in a decentralized setting where a set of 15 FFPE RNA samples previously isolated at Agendia were processed with the Agendia NGS kit in three independent laboratories: Agendia Amsterdam, University Hospitals Leuven (UHL) and Curie Institute Paris (CIP). A preliminary validation study aiming at assessing the competence of both beta sites already showed a high reproducibility and concordance between results obtained at Agendia (Amsterdam), UHL and CIP on RNA extracted from a set of 15 patients [@bb0070]. However, a larger prospective validation study aiming at the full introduction of the test in the daily routine of a diagnostic laboratory was needed.

Therefore, we prospectively validated the MP/BP NGS kit for FFPE tissue samples in two large tertiary academic hospitals in Europe using routine diagnostic tissue samples obtained from the two test sites. Additionally, we aimed at comparing breast cancer subtypes by molecular MP and BP targeted RNA sequencing with immunohistochemistry (IHC).

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

In this study, women between 30 and 91 years old with primary operable breast cancer diagnosed at the Multidisciplinary Breast Center in UHL and at CIP were prospectively and consecutively included between September 2017 and January 2018. Patients with bilateral breast cancer and with more than three positive lymph nodes were excluded. There were no restrictions on estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of UHL and CIP, and all patients gave written informed consent. All patient sample data were anonymized in accordance with national ethical guidelines; study samples had Institutional Review Board approvals.

The laboratory workflow in a decentralized and centralized setting can be found in Supplementary Figure 1. At the beta testing site, tumor block selection was done by a board certified pathologist (AVS and GF). A minimum of 30% viable tumor cells was required for RNA extraction according to standard Agendia procedures and the MINDACT study [@bb0020], [@bb0045]; tumor enrichment by scraping of the marked tumor area was only necessary in case of tumor cell percentage less than 30%. Tumor cell percentage was assessed at Agendia and assessed at the beta sites by board certified pathologists (AVS, GF, JW and CF). For each selected formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) block 20 serial tissue sections of 5 μm were cut; 10 tissue slides were kept at the beta testing site, deparaffinization was performed with Histo-Clear in UHL and xylene in CIP. RNA extraction was performed with the AllPrep kit (Qiagen) or RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen) at UHL and with the RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen) at CIP. The other 10 tissue slides were sent to the Agendia laboratory for deparaffinization with xylene and RNA extraction with the RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen). At UHL, the even numbered FFPE slides were kept internally and the uneven slides were sent to Agendia laboratories to minimize intra-tumor heterogeneity. At CIP, the alternation of the FFPE slides was done only from the second batch onwards. The laboratory procedure was performed by two different operators at UHL, a single operator at CIP and two different operators at Agendia.

After RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing set-up was performed following the standard procedure of the MP/BP NGS kit [@bb0070]. A minimum of 100 ng of RNA was needed to proceed with capturing of the targeted genes using a specifically developed bait library, pooling of captured libraries and performing the sequencing. Per MiSeq run, 15 to 16 samples were pooled at UHL, 12 to 21 samples were pooled at CIP, and 7 to 18 samples were pooled at Agendia. Targeted RNA sequencing of the 70 MP and 80 BP signature genes RNA baits with a size of 120 base pairs (bp) was performed on Illumina MiSeq instruments using the V3 150 cycles kit and a 150 bp single-end protocol. The size of the capture library was 0.9 Mega base (Mb). On average 1.5 million reads were obtained per sample, which corresponds to approximately 225 Mb per sample. During the process, quality assessments were performed on RNA and on the prepared sequencing library. The raw NGS data (FASTQ files) generated at the beta test sites were sent through a secure file transfer protocol server to Agendia for analysis and interpretation following the NGS Agendia standard pipeline [@bb0070]. Each sample was processed at the beta site and at the Agendia laboratories with the same NGS kit and procedure, and results were compared to the gold standard microarray MP and BP results. Additionally, all beta site samples were analyzed at Agendia with the MP and BP microarray diagnostic test as part of the standard diagnostic workflow [@bb0005]. Briefly, after isolation and DNase treatment of the RNA, the sample was amplified and labeled. The labeled material was then hybridized on a diagnostic customized microarray. After data acquisition and normalization, standardized custom developed software was used to obtain the MP and BP test results. The MP microarray and NGS test results are reported as an index (I) that corresponds to High Risk (I ≤ 0.000) or Low Risk (I \> 0.000). BP microarray and NGS test results are also reported as an index and each sample results in three indices, one index for each molecular subtype (Luminal-, HER2- and basal-type index). The final test result is the highest index among the three indices [@bb0010]. By combining the MP and the BP test results, luminal-type tumors can be further stratified in Luminal A-type (BP luminal-type and MP Low Risk) and Luminal B-type (BP luminal-type and MP High Risk). The procedure is publicly available in the Standard Operating Procedures at the Agendia website [@bb0075].

The beta site MP and BP NGS results were compared both to the Agendia MP and BP microarray results and to the Agendia MP and BP NGS results. Furthermore, molecular subtypes obtained by the MP/BP NGS kit were compared to tumor surrogate intrinsic molecular subtypes obtained by IHC.

Surrogate intrinsic breast cancer subtypes based on IHC were defined as follows: ER^pos^ (with nuclear ER expression in at least 10% of the tumor cells) and HER2^neg^ tumors were defined as Luminal-like. Luminal-like tumors were further stratified depending on level of Ki-67 and progesterone receptor (PR) expression, into Luminal A-like and Luminal B-like according to the classification described by Prat et al. and by Maisonneuve et al. as described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} [@bb0080], [@bb0085].Table 1Definition of surrogate Luminal A- and Luminal B-like tumors depending on Ki-67 and PR expression by immunohistochemistry. While Prat et al. define the two luminal subtypes primarily depending on PR expression levels with a fixed Ki-67 cut-off, Maisonneuve et al. propose a variable Ki-67 cut-off depending on PR expression levels. The % indicates the percentage of positive tumor cells.Table 1ReferenceDefinition Luminal-A likeDefinition Luminal-B likePrat et al. [@bb0080]-Ki-67 \<14% and PR \>20%-PR ≤20% regardless of Ki-67\
-Ki-67 \>14% regardless of PRMaisonneuve et al. [@bb0085]-Ki-67 \<14% and PR \<20%\
-Ki-67 \<20% and PR ≥20%-Ki-67 \>14% and PR \<20%\
-Ki-67 \>20% and PR ≥20%

When Ki-67% was not available at UHL or CIP, tumors with grade 1 or 2 were classified as Luminal A-like and tumors with grade 3 as Luminal B-like according to a classification described earlier by Brouckaert et al. [@bb0090]. Tumors in which HER2 was amplified (with or without confirmation by *in situ* hybridization in case of score 2+ and/or 3+ by IHC) were defined either as Luminal B-like (HER2^pos^) in case of ER^pos^, or as HER2^pos^ in case of ER^neg^. ER^neg^, PR^neg^ and HER2^neg^ tumors were assigned to the Basal-like subtype. The IHC-based surrogate subtypes were then compared to the molecular subtypes obtained by BP (Luminal-, HER2- and Basal-type) based on NGS at the beta sites and microarray technology in the central laboratory.

Statistical Analysis {#s0015}
--------------------

The analyses of the data were performed using the MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) software version R2012a. Visualization of data was performed using the MATLAB® (The MathWorks) software version R2012a, Microsoft PowerPoint and Excel 2016 MSO (16.0.9330.2124). Equivalence of MP and BP indices was determined by a Pearson\'s correlation coefficient for assessment of the degree of linear correlation, and a Passing-Bablok regression analysis to obtain the regression equation. Scatterplots were used to visually examine the existence of any constant bias in the difference of measurements between samples analyzed with targeted RNA sequencing and microarray technologies. Acceptable limits were defined *a priori*, based on microarray data generated at Agendia between 2012 and 2016. MP and BP test outcomes (MP: High/Low Risk, BP: Luminal-, Basal- and HER2-type) assessed using targeted RNA sequencing technology were compared with the standard microarray diagnostic outcomes using a contingency table. Based on the contingency table we measured the concordance for both MP and BP, the Negative Percent Agreement (NPA) and the Positive Percent Agreement (PPA) for MP only. Concordance, NPA and PPA had to be equal to or higher than 90%.

Results {#s0020}
=======

Patient Samples {#s0025}
---------------

For this beta testing study, 124 samples from patients diagnosed at UHL and CIP between September 2017 and January 2018 were included for the analysis. The sample inclusion flowchart can be found in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and patient and tumor characteristics can be found in Supplementary Table 1.Figure 1**Patient sample inclusion diagram. Patient samples need to successfully pass different stages and quality controls before they can be included in the final analysis.** Abbreviations: NGS, next-generation sequencing; QC, quality control; UHL, University Hospitals Leuven; CIP, Curie Institut Paris.Figure 1

Equivalence Between Beta Site NGS and Agendia Microarray Results {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Out of the 124 patient samples, 60 samples (48.4%) were MP Low Risk and 64 samples (51.6%) were MP High Risk according to microarray. The comparison between MP microarray indices assessed at Agendia central laboratory and MP NGS indices at the beta sites are shown in the scatterplot of [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. MP NGS indices showed high correlation with the matching microarray indices (Pearson\'s r = 0.96), as confirmed by the Passing-Bablok regression analysis (Supplementary Table 2). The concordance between risk results obtained by MP microarray from Agendia and by MP NGS from the beta sites was 91.1% with an NPA of 93.8% (60/64, 95% CI: 85.0--97.5) and a PPA of 88.3% (53/60, 95% CI: 77.8--94.2) ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). For concordance and NPA, the pre-defined criteria were met. There were 11 samples (8.9%) that showed discrepancies in MP risk categories between microarray and NGS ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Those samples had indices very close to the classification threshold with microarray and/or NGS. The comparison between MP microarray indices assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory and MP NGS at the beta sites separately is shown in Supplementary Figure 2. The MP risk classification concordance between Agendia microarray and UHL NGS and CIP NGS, NPA and PPA for each beta site separately can be found in Supplementary Table 3 and 4. When we excluded all samples with indices very close to the classification threshold, the concordance between risk results obtained by MP microarray from Agendia and by NGS from the beta sites was 99.0% with an NPA of 98.1% (53/54, 95% CI: 90.2--99.7) and a PPA of 100.0%, and by NGS from each beta site separately was 98.4% for UHL with an NPA of 96.8% (30/31, 95% CI: 83.8--99.4) and a PPA of 100.0% and 100.0% for CIP (data not shown).Figure 2**MammaPrint (MP) microarray indices assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory in comparison to MP NGS indices at the beta sites.** The comparison shows equivalence between the two technologies (Pearson\'s r = 0.96). The x-axis reports the MP microarray index, the y-axis reports the MP NGS index. Each dot represents a single breast cancer sample for which total RNA underwent microarray and NGS laboratory processing and analysis. The blue dots represent the discordant cases with indices close to the classification threshold.Figure 2Table 2Comparison of test outcomes from MammaPrint (High/Low Risk) between microarray assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory and NGS assessed at the beta sites. These results show a Negative Predictive Agreement (Low Risk) of 93.8% (60/64, 95% CI: 85.0--97.5), a Positive Predictive Agreement (High Risk) of 88.3% (53/60, 95% CI: 77.8--94.2), a concordance of 91.1% and a Cohen\'s kappa of 0.82.Table 2MicroarrayHigh RiskLow RiskTotal**NGS beta sites**High Risk53457Low Risk76067Total6064124

Next, we assessed the potential clinical impact of the patients with a false-negative NGS results obtained by the beta sites (n = 8; respectively 5 with MA and NGS Agendia, 2 with only MA Agendia and 1 with only NGS Agendia). A detailed summary of the false-negative cases is provided in Supplementary Table 5. After clinic-pathological review, we found that most likely in 6 of the 8 discordant cases the MP test would have not be requested by the clinician because of the clear-cut clinical management of these patients. Two of them were spared from chemotherapy because of comorbidities and the older age (D-UHL1/2); two received anti-HER2 therapy in combination with chemo-endocrine therapy because of HER2 gene amplification (D-UHL3/4). The inclusion of HER2^pos^ cases was dictated by the validation of the BluePrint signature. The fifth one was a clinically High Risk lobular carcinoma with high tumor volume and two positive lymph nodes for which major international guidelines would recommend the use of chemotherapy (D-UHL5). The sixth case was a small screening detected well differentiated ER^pos^/HER2^neg^ tubular carcinoma with negative sentinel-biopsy procedure in a postmenopausal woman (D-UHL6). Interestingly, in the latter the MP NGS index at the beta site and at Agendia showed a positive value outside the 5.0% zone around the 0 with low genomic risk. In the two remaining cases (D-UHL7, D-CIP1), the clinical impact of the false-negative outcome is less clear because of the young age of both, the presence of borderline MP index in the MA results of one of them and, the presence of a nodal micrometastasis despite a small grade 1 breast carcinoma of no special type in the other.

For BP subtype outcomes based on microarray, the patient samples had a BP luminal, HER2 or basal subtype in 82.3% (102/124), 8.1% (10/124) and 9.7% (12/124), respectively. The concordance between subtype results obtained by BP microarray from Agendia and by BP NGS from the beta sites was 98.4% (122/124). Two patient samples were classified as BP Luminal-type by NGS at the beta site and as BP HER2-type by microarray at Agendia ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}C). In those samples, HER2 was amplified with 2+ and 3+ by IHC with confirmation of *in situ* hybridization.

Equivalence Between Beta Site and Agendia NGS Results {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------

Out of the 124 samples, 114 led to NGS results both at Agendia and at the beta sites. The comparison between MP NGS indices assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory and MP NGS at the beta sites is shown in [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. MP NGS indices generated at the beta site showed near perfect correlation with the matching Agendia NGS indices (Pearson\'s r = 0.96) as confirmed by the Passing-Bablok regression analysis (Supplementary Table 2). The MP risk classification concordance between Agendia NGS and NGS at the beta sites was 93.9%; NPA of 98.3% (58/59, 95% CI: 91.0--99.7) and PPA of 89.1% (49/55, 95% CI: 78.2--94.9) ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). For concordance and NPA, the pre-defined criteria were met. Seven samples show discordant MP classification results ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}) between the beta site and Agendia. These samples had indices very close to the classification threshold. The comparison between MP NGS indices assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory and MP NGS at the beta sites separately is shown in Supplementary Figure 3. The MP risk classification concordance between Agendia NGS and UHL NGS and CIP NGS, NPA and PPA can be found in Supplementary Table 6 and 7. When we excluded all samples with indices very close to the classification threshold, the concordance between risk results obtained by MP NGS from Agendia and by MP NGS from the beta sites was 98.9% with an NPA of 98.0% (50/51, 95% CI: 89.7--99.6) and a PPA of 100.0%, and by NGS from each beta site separately was 100.0% for UHL and 97.1% for CIP with an NPA of 95.5% (21/22, 95% CI: 78.2--99.2) and a PPA of 100.0% (data not shown). For BP, the results from NGS Agendia versus NGS at the beta sites gave a 100.0% concordance.Figure 3**MammaPrint (MP) NGS indices assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory in comparison to MP NGS at the beta sites.** The comparison shows equivalence between MP NGS performed at Agendia (x-axis) and MP NGS at the beta sites (y-axis) (Pearson\'s r = 0.96) (n = 114). Each dot represents a single breast cancer sample for which total RNA underwent NGS or microarray laboratory processing and analysis. Out of the 124 samples processed on NGS, 10 samples lacked NGS results at Agendia. The blue dots represent the discordant cases with indices close to the classification threshold.Figure 3Table 3Comparison of test outcomes from MP (High/Low Risk) between NGS assessed at Agendia Amsterdam central laboratory and NGS assessed at the beta sites (n = 114[∗](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}). These results show a Negative Predictive Agreement (Low Risk) of 98.3% (58/59, 95% CI: 91.0--99.7), a Positive Predictive Agreement (High Risk) of 89.1% (49/55, 95% CI: 78.2--94.9), a concordance of 93.9% and a Cohen\'s kappa of 0.88.Table 3NGS AgendiaHigh RiskLow RiskTotal**NGS Beta Sites**High Risk49150Low Risk65864Total5559114∗[^2]

Comparison Between IHC and MP/BP Molecular Subtyping {#s0040}
----------------------------------------------------

The concordance between IHC, and MP and BP NGS molecular subtyping according to Prat was 71.8% (89/124) ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}A), and according to Maisonneuve et al. was 76.6% (95/124) ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}B). The concordance for molecular subtyping between NGS at the beta sites and microarray with the addition of MP to further stratify Luminal-type into Luminal A-type and Luminal B-type was 89.5% (111/124) ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}C) and between NGS at the beta sites and NGS at Agendia was 93.9% (107/114) ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}D).Table 4Comparison of molecular subtyping using MP and BP tests (Luminal A for Low Risk MP and Luminal B for High Risk) between NGS Beta Site and IHC according to Prat et al. (n = 124) (**A**), between NGS Beta Site and IHC according to Maisonneuve et al. (n = 124) (**B**), between NGS Beta Site and microarray Agendia (n = 124) (**C**), and between NGS Beta Site and NGS Agendia (n = 114[∗](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}) (**D**). These results show a concordance of 71.8% (89/124) (**A**), 76.6% (95/124) (**B**), 89.5% (111/124) (**C**) and 93.9% (107/114) (**D**).Table 4A.MP/BP NGS Beta SiteIHCLuminal ALuminal BHER2BasalTotalLuminal A-like*52*1800**70**Luminal B-like,\
HER2-negative10*11*01**22**Luminal B-like,\
HER2-positive5*75*0**17**HER2-positive00*3*0**3**Triple negative010*11***12**Total**6737812**124**B.**Luminal A-like*53*1300**66**Luminal A-like*53*1300**66**Luminal B-like,\
HER2-negative9*16*01**26**Luminal B-like,\
HER2-positive5*75*0**17**HER2-positive00*3*0**3**Triple negative010*11***12**Total**6737812**124**C.Microarray**Luminal ALuminal BHER2BasalTotalLuminal A*60*400**64**Luminal B7*31*00**38**HER202*8*0**10**Basal000*12***12**Total**6737812**124**D.NGS Agendia**Luminal ALuminal BHER2BasalTotalLuminal A58100**59**Luminal B63100**37**HER20070**7**Basal00011**11**Total**6432711**114[∗](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}[^3]

MP/BP NGS subtyping identified less Low Risk Luminal A tumors compared to IHC (54.0% (67/124) versus 56.5% (70/124)) according to Prat et al. but more Low Risk Luminal A tumors compared to IHC (54.0% (67/124) versus 53.2% (66/124)) according to Maisonneuve et al. Notably, the concordance was excellent for triple-negative and, to a lesser extent for HER2 driven tumors (Luminal B-like-HER2 positive and HER2+) ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}A and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}B).

Discussion {#s0045}
==========

The current MP and BP gold standard FFPE microarray test was recently successfully translated to a targeted RNA NGS based test at Agendia laboratories [@bb0070]. A high concordance was already observed between results obtained by microarray performed centrally at Agendia and NGS performed at UHL and CIP on a small sample set of which RNA was previously isolated at Agendia (n = 15) [@bb0070]. However, a larger prospective validation study where samples are processed locally obtained from tissue onwards with the NGS kit was required.

In this beta testing study, we validated the Next-Generation RNA sequencing-based MP/BP NGS kit in UHL and CIP and we demonstrated reproducibility of the MP and BP NGS test between two independent decentralized laboratories and Agendia central laboratories. The concordance rates between microarray, the gold standard technology performed centrally at Agendia laboratories, and NGS performed at UHL and at CIP met the pre-determined 90% concordance, NPA and PPA for both MP and BP. Furthermore, the comparison between results generated with the NGS technology at Agendia and at the beta sites also showed a high concordance, which highlights the robustness of the NGS test. However, for MP, the PPA for the comparison between microarray performed centrally and NGS performed at the beta sites did not reach 90%. Notably, the samples that were discordant in the MP classification results (Low Risk versus High Risk) between microarray at Agendia and NGS at both beta sites and between NGS at Agendia and NGS at each beta site had indices very close to the classification threshold.

We looked in more detail at 8 false-negative cases, discrepant Low Risk according to decentral NGS versus High Risk according to central laboratory because of their major potential clinical impact that might result in undertreatment of the patients. Beside standard clinic-pathological parameters, well known tumor-associated histopathological features may provide prognostic information and therefore influence the results of multi-gene signatures, such as a higher amount of stromal tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) or intra-tumoral morphological heterogeneity [@bb0095]. Histopathological review showed lymph-vessel invasion (LVI) in five cases, intra-tumoral morphological heterogeneity in one case, a relative increase in stromal TILs in two other cases (up to 20--30%), and a heterogeneous HER2 gene amplification with a mixture of HER2^pos^ and HER2^neg^ tumor cells in two cases. Most remarkably one tubular carcinoma was called high risk by MA analysis, while in our opinion the case was correctly classified as low risk by both NGS at Agendia and UHL (Supplementary Table 5). Nevertheless, morphological features such as LVI, which is a well-established poor prognostic factor in breast cancer, are not always linked to specific molecular features [@bb0100]. Therefore, we strongly believe that the results obtained by the multi-gene signatures must be interpreted in the light of all clinic-pathological features of each patient and should also be put in the correct clinical perspective. In this regard, we speculate that the clinical impact of the eight false-negative results in our study would have been negligible in the correct clinical setting where only Luminal HER2^neg^ tumors with uncertain indication for chemotherapy would have been tested. Indeed, in our opinion 6 out of 8 patients would have not been tested either for the well-established clinical management, age, or comorbidities. In the remaining two cases the clinical impact remains uncertain, however the younger age of both patients in combination with MP indices in the equivocal region should advocate careful examination of all features in the context of a multi-disciplinary oncological meeting.

The robustness of the MP and BP NGS kit was further assessed by an additional experiment performed at UHL in which samples falling in the region with MP index between +0.057 and− 0.057, and just outside this region were re-run in triplicate (n = 5). The triple experiment confirmed in all cases the initial results highlighting the reproducibility of the test (data not shown). These findings are consistent with those described by Sapino et al. [@bb0005], where the PPA of MP indices measured in FFPE material within this region was about 61% as compared to results obtained from fresh frozen material. This discrepancy is due to the assay variability, to tumor heterogeneity and possibly to intrinsic morphological features of the tumor. Physicians who use MP results to supplement clinic-pathological parameters in their decision making should be notified about the decreased analytical accuracy of the test in these cases. Because of the reduced analytical accuracy of the region close to the classification threshold, one could speculate to administer chemotherapy regardless of the MP risk category in order to avoid undertreatment. However, we anticipate that most cases with MP index in the 5% region around the 0 will probably show a discrepant clinical-versus-molecular risk profile (see also false-negative case 7 and 8 in our series in Supplementary Table 5), a category for which the added value of using MP is uncertain in those patients with clinical^LOW^/molecular^HIGH^ risk, according to the results of the MINDACT trial [@bb0020]. Therefore, in absence of more solid evidence coming from larger series of patients or from clinical trials, we would suggest to thoroughly discuss the cases with a MP index in the region around the classification threshold in the context of a well-informed multidisciplinary oncological meeting. Next, we would like also to acknowledge that this statement is based on an observation made on a relatively small series of cases, in a study that did not aim at recording the impact of MP-NGS on clinical decisions.

There were some differences in the laboratory procedure used at the three sites (Agendia, UHL, CIP). For deparaffinization, Agendia used xylene whereas UHL used the less toxic solvent Histo-Clear. In CIP, nine samples were excluded from the validation set as another deparaffinization buffer (Qiagen deparaffinization solution) than xylene or Histo-Clear was used which resulted in lower quality data. In light of the results obtained during the beta testing, the instructions for use of the MP/BP NGS kit have been adjusted by adding xylene or Histo-Clear as recommended buffers for deparaffinization. For RNA extraction, the RNeasy FFPE kit was used in Agendia and CIP and the AllPrep FFPE kit was used in UHL. We observed lower RNA yield from FFPE with the AllPrep kit as compared to the RNeasy kit [@bb0105], [@bb0110]. In UHL, two operators performed the laboratory procedure and we observed only a small difference in results between an experienced and a less experienced operator (data not shown). This indicates the robustness of the NGS test. However, as the laboratory protocol to perform the MP and BP NGS tests is a delicate multi-step procedure, previous experience with NGS tests is advisable and on-site training is crucial.

When we compared MP/BP NGS molecular subtyping with IHC surrogate subtypes, we observed a discordance of 28.2% (Prat classification) and 23.4% (Maisonneuve classification) compared to 10.5% when comparing NGS at the beta sites with microarray. The discordance of about 25% between IHC and NGS is in line with previous findings where IHC surrogate subtypes were compared to molecular subtyping based on microarray underlining the complementarity of genomic testing in early breast cancer [@bb0115], [@bb0120], [@bb0125]. Molecular characterization by genomic analysis is supposed to better capture the real biologic behavior of breast carcinomas than IHC, because it measures the expression level of a larger number of genes. Despite the observations that in the neo-adjuvant setting HER2-enriched and Basal subtypes seem to predict a higher pathological complete response rate in IHC^ER+/HER2-^ breast carcinomas, to the best of our knowledge there are no randomized prospective clinical trials that show benefit from anti-HER2 therapy based on molecular subtype [@bb0130]. Therefore, the structural implementation of molecular subtyping in the daily clinical routine remains largely controversial. Major international guidelines as well as expert panels do not advocate the use of molecular subtyping by genomic analysis for treatment decision making and recommend the use of IHC for ER and HER2 for the identification of therapeutically relevant subtypes. Nevertheless, the information obtained by molecular subtyping seems to provide clinically relevant information beyond the current surrogate classification [@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145], [@bb0150], [@bb0155].

Importantly, we observed a high concordance of 98.4% between NGS at the beta sites and microarray BP molecular subtyping (luminal-, HER2- and basal-types). Two patient samples were classified as BP Luminal-type by NGS at the beta site and as BP HER2-type by microarray at Agendia. For those samples, the HER2 and the luminal BP indices were close to each other. Both samples were ER^pos^; HER2 amplification was confirmed in both cases by *in situ* hybridization with scores of 2+ and 3+ by IHC respectively.

In this beta testing study, patients were consecutively included which led to the inclusion of patients with different histological subtypes. The MP and BP test is only validated for invasive ductal and invasive lobular carcinoma [@bb0160], [@bb0165], [@bb0170], [@bb0175]. The majority of tumors in this study had an invasive ductal or invasive lobular histological subtype. There were only eight patient samples (8/124 = 6.5%) with other histological subtypes. Interestingly, one tumor sample with a special histologic subtype showed MP index within the region around the 0, suggesting that other morphological features might be associated to the equivocal results. Additionally, there was one patient with six positive lymph nodes who did not meet the standard MP inclusion criteria [@bb0020] that was included.

In summary, we report here that the MP/BP NGS kit was successfully validated in a decentralized setting, showing high concordance between results obtained at two independent laboratories and at Agendia. We observed a high concordance between NGS and microarray molecular subtyping suggesting a successful translation of the MP and BP microarray test to a MP and BP NGS test in a decentralized setting. The MP/BP NGS kit, the first FFPE targeted RNA sequencing based multi-gene signature for early breast cancer, is straightforward to implement in a decentralized setting and is compatible with existing infrastructure. The availability of such a MP/BP NGS kit will increase accessibility to the MP and BP tests offering an in-house solution for physicians and patients without compromising the level of accuracy and clinical utility.
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